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similar groups animated by different ideals and purposes, and
swayed  by different  traditions and customs."    Such inter-
action fosters the development of the group self-consciousness
which we have just been discussing, and it may take the form
of co-operation, competition, or even conflict.    It is a truism
to state that nothing binds a nation together so much as an
outbreak of war.    We saw this very clearly in our own nation
in 1914, and there can be no doubt that the German leaders
committed a profound psychological error if they imagined
that the questions of Ireland and Women's Suffrage would
render this country an ineffective opponent.    Now the con-
ditions of school life lend themselves very readily to this inter-
action.    Group feeling runs high when the school as a whole
competes in any way with another school.    In college the
'ragging* of one 'year* by another seems to promote a 'year'
spirit which lasts for a lifetime;  indeed, the favourite defence
of organized 'ragging' is just that it does promote such a
spirit.    While rivalry and conflict can undoubtedly go too
far and engender a group spirit that is undesirably narrow
and exclusive, there can be no doubt that friendly rivalries
between schools, forms, houses, and 'years'  should be en-
couraged.
Fourthly, there must exist " a body of traditions and customs
and habits in the minds of the members of the group deter-
mining their relations to one another and to the group as a
whole." That is to say, there must be group-mneme—group-
habits and group-memory. Tradition, no doubt, may easily
become tyrannical and check desirable developments, but it
is just as essential for the group-mind as memory is for the
individual mind. Old-established foundations have a tremen-
dous advantage in this respect, and it is wise to guard jealously
their best traditions and even their harmless idiosyncrasies.
New schools have at once to set about establishing traditions,
a task which naturally takes time, and which cannot be suc-
cessfully accomplished until after several years, when former
members of the community return. Annual reunions and old
boys' clubs are important means of establishing and preserving
the group-memory.

